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Lisk's exquisite photographs capture the totality of Idaho's magnificent landscape and reveal the

diverse nature of its rugged and unspoiled splendor.
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Award winning nature photographer whose work has appeared in many books.

I recently moved to Idaho and saw this book whilst searching for another. The photos are stunning

and even better, the text is incredibly informative. I have learned a lot about the state that has

become my new home. From the geology to the cultural history the author has got it covered. It's a

beautiful coffee table book and through it my visitors get to see more to this beautiful state than just

my local area. I highly recommend this book to anyone who lives here or has a passion for the wild

and free west.

Amazing places to take photos in Idaho. gives great locations to shoot scenes! Good for a coffee

table at a cafe or just at a party. But once you've seen the photos, It's just a photo-book.

pretty pictures

Recently enjoyed Idaho for the first time and was blown away by the majestic beauty and warm and



friendly people that live there!

See Idaho as you've never seen it before through the eyes of photographer Mark Lisk. He has

captured the essence of the State's diversity -- from the beautiful plains to the majestic mountains.

This is an exceptional book and one that stays on my coffee table for guests to enjoy! I give this one

five stars.

Somehow this book slipped my attention - but it's got it now! These photos give a fresh perspective

to places I've been and places I wish I could go.
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